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Abstract 
We consider one of the most restrictive classes of splicing (H) systems, namely based on 
splicing rules of the form (a, I; a,A), where a is a symbol in a given set and 1 is the empty 
string. They correspond to a special class of “null context splicing systems”, as introduced in 
Head (1987). A series of language-theoretic properties of languages generated by such systems 
with finite sets of axioms are investigated. 0 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
1. Introduction 
The splicing operation is a novel operation on strings and languages introduced in 
[IO] in order to model the recombinant behavior of DNA sequences. One gives quadru- 
ples of the form (~1, ~2; 243, ud), called splicing rules, where ~1, ~2, ~3, ~44 are strings over 
the alphabet we work with; from two strings x =xlu~u~x~, y = y1~3zi4y2, for a splicing 
rule as above, we produce the string z =X~UIU~JQ. Sometimes z’ = y1 U3Z&X2 is also 
considered, but this is not important for the case we discuss here, because our splicing 
rules will be symmetric. We say that z is obtained by the splicing (the recombination) 
of x, y, which are split at sites specified by ~1, z.Q,u~, 4. 
This operation turned out to raise interesting (and often difficult) theoretical prob- 
lems. The reader is referred to [ 12, 16, 191 for details and references. 
For instance, when a finite set of splicing rules are iteratively applied starting from 
a finite set of strings (even from a regular language), then one obtains only regular 
languages; the problem was open for a while and solved in [3]; a simplified proof was 
given in [20]. However, when one uses a regular set of splicing rules (the regularity is 
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defined in a natural way), then a characterization of recursively enumerable languages 
is obtained [17]. 
Here we start an opposite approach, that is we consider splicing rules which are 
as simple as possible. Specifically, they are based on a set of distinguished symbols: 
we allow a splicing on every position where such a symbol appears. This reminds 
also the variants of the shuffle operation considered in [13, 141, with motivation from 
concurrency theory, where a similar idea is used for interleaving symbols of two strings, 
controlled by the occurrences of special markers. 
More precisely, we work here with splicing rules of the form (a,& a, A), with a in 
a set of specified symbols. The properties of the corresponding family are investigated 
in this paper: representations, closure properties, descriptional complexity, decidabil- 
ity, relationships with other subfamilies of the family of regular languages, algebraic 
characterization, etc. Some related research topics are also mentioned. 
In [lo], a splicing rule is a 6-tuple (ut,z,uz; u~,z,u~) and from ~1~1~~2x2, yruszu4y2 
one obtains by splicing the string x1zqzu4y2. Such a rule corresponds to a rule (urz,u2; 
usz,u4) as considered here. A splicing rule as in [lo], with u~,u~,zQ,u~ all equal with 
the empty string, is called a null context rule. Therefore, our rules (a, A; a, A) correspond 
to null context splicing rules of the form (l,a,l; &u,J). The languages generated by 
null context splicing systems starting from finite sets of axioms are proved in [lo] to 
coincide with the strictly locally testable languages of [5]. 
Following the model of L system theory, we call here the splicing systems 
H-systems, from the name of the originator of this field. 
2. Simple H systems 
As usual, we denote V* = the free monoid generated by the alphabet V, J. = the 
empty string, V+ = V* - {A}, 1x1= the length of x E V*, 1x1, = the number of occur- 
rences in x E V* of a E V, 1x1~ = the number of occurrences in x E V* of symbols 
in U C V, REG = the family of regular languages, FIN = the family of finite lan- 
guages, uZph(L) = the minimal alphabet V such that L G V*, Sub(L) = the set of all 
substrings of strings in the language L, Pref(L) = the set of prefixes of strings in L, 
Suf(L) = the set of suffixes of strings in L, P(X) = the power set of the set X. A mor- 
phism h : V” -+ U* such that h(u) E U U {A} f or each a E V is called a weak coding; 
if h(u) E U, then h is called a coding; if h(u) E {u,n}, then h is a projection. 
A simple H system is a triple 
where V is an alphabet, MC V, and A is a finite language over V. 
The elements of M are called markers and those of A are called axioms. 
For x,y,zE V* and uEM we write 
(X,Y)t-az iff x=xrux2, y=yruyz, z=xluy2, for x~,~z,YI,Y~ E V*. 
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(We paste a prefix of x bounded by a marker to a suffix 
marker.) 
Then, for L C V* we denote 
~M(L)=LU{ZE V* I(x,y)t’z, for x,yEL, aEM}, 
and 
o;(L) = L, 
o+‘(L) = a~(ah(L)), i>O. 
Moreover, we put 
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of y bounded by the same 
a;(L) = pm_ d(L) = u f&(L). 
i>O 
Then, the language generated by G is defined by 
L(G) = a;(A). 
As we have mentioned in the introduction, we have here a very particular type 
of a splicing system in the sense of [lo], namely with splicing rules of the form 
(a, 1.; a, A), a E M. Consequently, according to the results in [3, 201, we have 
Lemma 1. For every simple H system G, the language L(G) is regular. 
Moreover, from the main theorem in [ 10, p. 7491 we find that every language L(G), 
G being a simple H system, is a strictly locally testable language in the sense of [5]. 
3. Examples and counterexamples 
We denote by SH the family of languages generated by simple H systems as above. 
Example 1. FIN C SH. Indeed, consider a finite language F C V and a symbol c not 
in V. Then F = L(G) for G = (V U {c}, {c}, F) (clearly, a{,.(F) = F). 
Example 2. For every V, we have V* E SH, V+ E SH. Namely, we have V* = L( G) 
for G=(V,V,{A}UV~) and V+=L(G’) for G’=(V,V,V2). 
Indeed, (ab, ba) ka a for all a, b E V, hence V C L(G). 
Assume that all x E V*, 1x1 <n, are in L(G) for some n > 2 and consider a string 
YE V*,Iyl=n + 1. Then y=xab for Ix]= n - l,a, b E V. Therefore xa E L(G). As 
(xa, ab) t” xab, it follows that xab E L(G), hence V+ CL(G). Similarly for G’. Because 
2 is an axiom of G, the have V* CL(G). The converse inclusions are obvious. 
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Example 3. Consider the system 
G = ({a, b,c}, {b,c}, {abucu,acaba}). 
We obtain 
L(G) = (ubuc)+u u (ubuc)*ubu u (ucub)+u u (ucub)*ucu. 
Indeed, 
((ubuc)“u,ucubu) t” (abut)“-‘ubucubu = (ubuc)“ubu, 
((ubuc)“abu,abucu) tb (ubuc)“ubucu = (ubuc)“+‘u, 
and similarly for strings (ucub)“u, (ucub)nucu, hence we have the inclusion 2. Con- 
versely, when splicing two strings of one of the forms (ubuc)“u,(ucub)“u (initially 
we have n = 1) or (ubuc)“ubu,(ucub)“ucu, we identify either a substring ubu or a sub- 
string ucu of them, hence the obtained strings are of the same form. 
The following characterization of languages in SH follows from the fact that 0; is 
a closure operator on languages. 
Lemma 2. If G = (V, M, A) is a simple H system, then L(G) is the smallest language 
L & V* such that 
(0 ACL, 
(ii) 0,&L) CL. 
Corollary 1. If L E SH, is an injinite language, then there is M G ulph(L),M # 0, such 
that CM(L) CL. 
Using this reformulation of a part of the statement of Lemma 2, we can show, for 
instance, that the language 
L = u+b+u+b+ 
is not in SH. Indeed, if L has the property in the previous corollary and a EM, then 
(ubub, ubub) Fn ububub $ L; if b E M, then (ubub, ubub) tb ububub $! L, hence we cannot 
have CT&L) C L for a non-empty M. 
In the same way one can prove that u+bU b+u @SH, but not that ufbU bi @SH 
(take M= { } a an no contradiction is obtained). For such a language we can use the d 
following necessary condition: 
Lemma 3. If L C V*,L E SH and a+ c L for some a E V, then o(,)(L) 2 L. 
Proof. If L = L(G) for some G = (V,M, A) and a+ 2 L(G) for some a E V, then we 
must have a EM: in order to produce a string a” we need two strings upu, vaq, hence 
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a must be in M. Therefore, for all x, y EL, each string z such that (x, y) kaz must be 
in L, too. 0 
The language L = a+bU b+ does not have the property in Lemma 3, so L $ SH: 
(a2b, b2) kb a2b2 4 L. 
Of course, the language a+ U b+ is in SH: it is generated by G = ({a, b}, {a, b}, 
{aa, bb) ). 
On the one-letter alphabet, the previous lemma leads to the following characteriza- 
tion. 
Lemma 4. A language L C a* is in the family SH if and only if it is either jinite or 
equal with one of a*, a+. 
Proof. If L is infinite, then a is a marker, hence u’ CL. Hence, if 2 EL, then L = a*, 
otherwise L = a+. q 
Also a characterization of languages in SH of the form w*, w being a string, can 
be found: 
Lemma 5. Take w E V+. We have w* E SH if and only if there is a E V such that 
Iw/, = 1. 
Proof. If w-wiuwz, Iwj,= 1, then w* =L(G) for G=(V, {u},{A, ww}): o{,)(ww,ww)= 
{w,w2,w3} and (~~,ww)t-~w~+‘,i>3. 
Conversely, if w* E SH, hence w* = L(G) for some G = ( V, M, A), then we must have 
M # 8 and IwI,+, >O. Take a EM and assume that Iwl, 22. Write w = W~CZW~UW~. Then 
(w, w) ka wlaw3. Because Iwiuw3I < IwI but WILZWJ # %, we have W~CLW~ 6 w*, a contra- 
diction. Therefore, /WI, = 1. 0 
As a consequence of either Lemma 4 or Lemma 5 we obtain that (a’)* E SH if and 
only if i=O or i= 1. 
4. Closure properties 
Theorem 1. The family SH is an anti-AFL. 
Proof. Union: The languages Li = a+b, L2 = b+a are in SH (L1 = L(G) for G = ({a, b}, 
{a}, {aab})), but LI U L2 4 SH. 
Concatenation: L1L2 $! SH: use again the corollary of Lemma 2. 
Kleene + : For L = {aabb} we have L+ $! SH: use Lemma 5. 
Intersection with regular sets: Obvious, because V* E SH and REG - SH # 0. 
Morphisms: L = a+b U c+d is generated by G = ({a, b, c, d}, {a, c}, {aab, ccd}), but 
h(L) = a+b U b+a, for h defined by h(u) = h(d) = a, h(b) = h(c) = b. 
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Inverse morphisms: L = {u} is in SH, but h-‘(L) = b*ab* not, for h(u) = a, h(b) = k 
if h-‘(L)=L(G) for some G=({a,b},M,A), then be.M (if M=(a), then L(G)=A, 
because A & h-i(L), hence 1x1, = 1 for all x CA). But (bab, bab) kb babab $! h-‘(L). 0 
It remains as a research topic to find natural operations for the family SH. 
The previous result raises questions of the following form: take an operation CI and 
consider the smallest family SH, containing SH and closed under a. Of course, if LX 
is any of the six AFL operations, then SH, CREG. Clearly, if tx is the intersection 
with a regular set, then SH, = REG. On the other hand, for a one of the opera- 
tions of union, concatenation, or Kleene closure, we cannot have SH, =REG: The 
regular language L1 = (aabb)* cannot be written as a (finite) union or as a (finite) 
concatenation of languages in SH (from x(aabb)‘y E L, L E SH infinite, we obtain 
(x(aabb)‘y,x(aabb)‘y) k’xaaabb(aabb)jy and similarly for b being a marker). More- 
over, the language Ll = a+b U b+ is not a star language, hence Lz 6 SH+. The same 
result holds for inverse morphisms: the language L3 = (au)+ is not in SH and we 
cannot have L3 = h-‘(L) for L E SH: if h(u) = u, then L must contain all strings (uu)+ 
but no string u2”+‘. This is not possible: for any marker a such that 1~1, > 0 (and there 
is such a marker) we have (UU, uu) I-’ UUU. 
However, we have 
Theorem 2. Every regular language is the projection of a language in SH. 
Proof. Let Q = (K, V,SO, 6,F) be a deterministic finite automaton. We construct the 
simple H system G = (K U V, K, A), with 
‘4 = {SOW~2S2~~ .Sr4+1&+1 I 
~30,~~ EK,Odi<r + 1,~,+1 EF,si+l =d(si,ai+l),Odi<r, 
each state si appears at most twice} 
u (L(Q) n {Al). 
Clearly, A is a finite set. Consider also the projection h defined by h(s) = 2,s E K, 
h(a) = a,a E V. 
The inclusion h(L(G)) &L(Q) follows from the construction of G and the definition 
of h. The converse inclusion can be easily proved by induction on the length of strings 
in L(Q). 0 
By Theorem 2, the smallest full trio (a family closed under direct and inverse mor- 
phisms and under intersection with regular languages) containing SH is REG. This 
result follows also directly by the fact that a* E SH. 
The fact that each regular language is the morphic image of a null context splicing 
language follows also from the fact that the strictly locally testable languages have this 
property (see, e.g., [ 15]), but the previous theorem refers to a particular case of null 
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context splicing systems. However, a result as before appears in [6] (with the proof 
corrected in [7]; for the sake of the completeness and because we shall refer to the 
previous construction in Section 11, we have given here a proof for Theorem 2. 
5. Representations 
Consider now the problem symmetric to that discussed above: can we represent 
languages in SH starting from simpler languages and using suitable operations? We will 
now establish a rather strong representation result. 
Theorem 3. For every language L E SH there arefive$nite languages L,, Lz, Lx, Ld, L5 
and a projection h such that L = h(L1 L,*Lj n L,* ) U Lg. 
Proof. Let G = (V,M,A) be a simple H system. For each a E V consider a new symbol, 
a’; denote V’ = {a’ 1 a E V}. 
Define 
LI ={xa)xayEA,x,yE V*,uEM}, 
L~=VU{au’IuE V}, 
Lg={xEAIlxln=O for all aEM}, 
h:(VuV’)*--tV *, h(a)=u,uE V, and h(u’)=&aE V. 
Then we claim that 
L(G)=h(L,LzL3nL,*)uLj. 
Let us denote by B the right-hand member of this equality. 
( 1) L(G) C B. According to Lemma 2, it is enough to prove that B has the two 
properties (i) and (ii) in that lemma. 
(i) IfxEA and /xja=O forall aEA4, thenxELsCB. IfxEA andx-xiuxz, UEM, 
then xiu E LI, u’xz E L3, hence x1aa’x2 E L,Ls. Clearly, xiuu’xz E Li, too. As h(xl 
ua’xz) = ~1~~x2 =x, we have x E B. Consequently, A C B. 
(ii) Take two strings x, y E B. If one of them is in Ls, then crM(x, y) = {x, y} &B. Take 
x’, y’ E LlLzL3 n Lz such that x = h(x’), y = h(y’), and take z E a~(x, y), (x, y) taz 
for some a EM. Write 
x =zlazl, y =ziazz for z =ziuzz. 
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Write 
X' =Xlulu~x2.. .xkakabxk+l, kbl, 
y’=y,b,b:yz...y,b,b~y,+,, ~21, 
for ai,biEM,X;,yiEV*,a:_,Xiai,bj_lyibiEL2 for all i>l and Xlal,ylblELI, 
@k+l, biY,+l E L3. Then 
x=xlulx2 . ..XkakXk+l. Y=.nblyz . ..yJws+l. 
Identify the marker a in x, respectively in y, as used in (x, y) Pz. 
If U=Ui, then Z1 =Xlal . . .Xi_lUi_lXi, Zi =Xi+lUi+l . . .akXk+l. 
If ai # a for all 1 <i < k, then there is xi =x$x(l. For i= 1 we have X~UEL~ and 
a’x~ai E L2. For 1 <i < k + 1 we have &,x~u E L2, U’Xi’ai E L2. For i = k + 1 we 
have a6xL+ia E L2 and a’~;+, E Lx. In all cases we can find a string of the form 
x” = ~iaa’w2 E LlL,*Lj n L: such that x = h(x”). 
Similarly, we can find y” = w~aa’w~ E LILzL3 n LT such that y = h( y”). For the 
string z’ = wiaa’wi we clearly have z’ E L, L,*L3 n Lz and z = h(z’). Consequently, 
z E B, which completes the proof of the property (ii), hence of the inclusion 
L(G) C B. 
(2) B 2 L(G). Take x E B. If x E Ls, then x E A G L(G). 
If X=h(X’), X’=Xlala:X2a2a:...X~aka~Xk+l, k>l, with XlUl ELI, Ui_lXiUiEL2, 
2<ib k, a;Xk+l E L3, then from the definitions of L1, L2, L3 there are the strings xlalx~, 
JJiUi_lXiUijJ[,2 did k, Zk+lakXk+l, all of them in A. Then 
Gwl-& Y2w2a2Y;) ~a’wx2~2Y: = w2, 
(M’2,Y3a2x3&Y;) ~a2Xl@X2a2X3a3Y; = w3, 
(wk,zk+lakxk+l) ~akXlalX2a2.. .XkakXk+l =X. 
Consequently, x E L(G). 0 
This representation is not a characterization of languages in SH. In fact, a similar re- 
sult holds true for all regular languages: just combine Theorems 2 and 3. However, this 
representation has a series of interesting consequences, one of them referring exactly 
to the regularity of simple splicing languages. 
Corollary 2. SHGREG. 
This relation has been pointed out in Lemma 1, but now the result follows from 
the easy proof of Theorem 3, while the general result in [3, 201 is obtained via rather 
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complicated proofs. Moreover, the following characterization of infinite SH languages 
is obtained. 
Corollary 3. If G = (V,M, A) is a simple H system, then L(G) is infinite if and only if 
there are ai EM, 1 di<r, r-2 1, andxi E V*, 1 <i<r- 1, such that aixiai+l E Sub(A), 
for ull l<i<r - 1, and al =a,. 
Proof. From Theorem 3, L(G) is infinite if and only if LlLzL3 n Lf is infinite, L1, L2, 
L3, L4 as in the proof of the theorem. If this intersection is infinite, because it is a reg- 
ular language, it has pumping properties, hence there is a string a{xlazaix2.. u~_,x,u, 
which can be iterated. This implies that ~,.a~ E Lq, hence ai = a,.. Conversely, the ex- 
istence of symbols al,. . . , a, as above directly implies the infinity of L(G), because 
al = a, can be used for multiplying the intermediate string. 0 
6. Decidability results 
From the previous Theorem 3, we also obtain the following useful necessary condi- 
tion for a language to be in SH. 
Corollary 4. If G = (V,M, A) is a simple H system, then for every x E Sub(L(G)) n 
(V - M)* we have 1x1 <max{lwI 1 w E A}. 
Making use of this property, we get 
Theorem 4. It is decidable whether or not a regular language is a simple H language. 
Proof. Let L C V* be a regular language, given, for instance, by a regular grammar 
or a finite automaton. For any nonempty subset M of V, denote 
RM=(V-M)* 
U {X,u,x~U~...x,@kxk+l 1 l<k<2 .card(M), 
xiE(V-M)*,l<i<k, u,EM, l<i<k, and 
there are no l<i<j<l<k+ 1 such that ai=aj=al}. 
(Therefore, RM contains all strings x over V such that each symbol of M appears at 
most twice in x.) 
(1) If L n RM is an infinite set, then there is no H system G = (V,M,A) such that 
L=L(G). 
Indeed, L n RM being infinite means that there is x E Sub(L) n (V -M)* of arbitrary 
length, contradicting the previous corollary. 
(2) If L n RIM is a finite set, then we consider all H systems G = (V,M,A) with 
A c L n RM. Then there is an H system G’ = (V,M, A’) such that L = L(G’) if and 
only if L = L(G) for a system G constructed above. 
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(If): Trivial. 
(Only if): Take G’ = (V,M,A’) such that L(G’) = L and A’ is not a subset of L n R,u. 
This means that A’ contains a string of the form 
z =xlaxzax3ax4, 
for X1,X2,x3,x4 E v*, a EM. Consider the strings 
z1 =x1 ax2ax4, z2 = x1 ax3ax4. 
Both of them are in c~({z}), hence in L(G’). Moreover, (zi,z2) F’z. Therefore, 
replacing A’ by 
A” = (A’ - {z}) u {z,, z2}, 
we get a system G” = ( V,M, A”) such that L(G’) = L(G”). Continuing this procedure 
(for a finite number of times, because A’ is finite and Izi I< [~I,1221 < lzl) we eventually 
find a system G”’ = (V,M,A”‘) with A”‘GLrlRM. 
Now, LESH if and only if L=L(G) for some G=(V,M,A) with McV. There 
are only finitely many such sets M. Proceed as above with each of them. We have 
L E SH if and only if there is such a set MO for which L fl R,w~ is finite and there is 
A0 C L nRMo (finitely many possibilities) such that L = L(G0) for Go = (V,Mo, Ao). The 
equality L = L(Go) can be checked algorithmically. In conclusion, the question whether 
or not L E SH can be decided algorithmically. 0 
This result cannot be extended to context-free (not even to linear) languages. 
Theorem 5. The problem whether or not a linear language is a simple H language 
is not decidable. 
Proof. Take an arbitrary linear language LI C_ {a, b}*, as well as the language L2 = 
c+d+c+d+, which is not in the family SH (the corollary of Lemma 2). Construct the 
language 
L=Ll{c,d}* U{a,b}*Lz. 
This is a linear language. 
If Li ={a,b}*, then L={a,b}*{c,d}* and this is a simple H language: for G = 
({a,~,c,~},{~,b,~,~},{xyl~~{~,~}*,y~{~,~}*,l~l~{~,~~,I~l~{~,~}}> we have 
L(G)= {a,b)*{c,d}* ( see Example 2 for a particular case). 
If L1 # {a, b}*, then {a, b}* - L1# 8. Take w E {a, b}” - L1 and consider the string 
w’ = wcdcd. The string w’ is in L, and (w’, w’) k”wcdcdcd for e E {c, d}. The resulting 
string is not in L, therefore none of c,d can be a marker in a simple H system for the 
language L. But L contains all string in WC + + + d c d +, hence L ESH would contradict 
Corollary 3 above. 
Consequently, L E SH if and only if Li = {a, b}*, which is undecidable. 0 
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7. Descriptional complexity 
In [l] it is proved that in order to generate the finite language 
W,={a’bajli+jdn- 1) 
by a context-free grammar we need at least log,(n + 1) productions. Every finite lan- 
guage is in SH (Example 1). Therefore, for each it 2 1 there is a language L, E SH 
such that at least n rules are necessary for a context-free grammar to generate L,. Note 
that a@~( W,) = {a,b}. 
What about the number of nonterminals necessary in a context-free grammar gener- 
ating simple H languages? Theorem 3 has the following interesting consequence: 
Theorem 6. If’ G = (V,M, A) is a simple H system, then L(G) can he generated by 
a context-free grammar with ut most card(M)2 + 1 nonterminals. 
Proof. Construct the finite languages Lr,Lz,L3,L4, L5 and the morphism h as in the 
proof of Theorem 3, then consider the context-free (in fact, right-linear) grammar 
G’ = (N, V, S, P), with 
u {S + h(xa)[a] / xa E Ll} 
u {[a11 --) &+a2)b21 I a’,=72 cL2) 
The nonterminals [a], a EM, control the derivations in such a manner to observe at 
the same time both the form of strings in LrL,*L3 and the restriction imposed by the 
intersection with Lz . The equality L( G’ ) = h(L1 LfL3 fl Lz ) U L5 follows. 
Clearly, curd(N) = card(M)2 + 1. 0 
Corollary 5. If L C V*, L E SH, then L can be generated by a right-linear grammar 
with at most card( V)2 + 1 nonterminals. 
The previous results are not trivial: for every n 2 1 there are regular languages over 
the alphabet {a, b} for which at least n nonterminals are necessary when generating 
them with context-free grammars. 
Let us now consider specific measures for the complexity of H languages. 
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For a simple H system G = (V,M, A), denote 
mark(G) = curd(M), 
ax(G) = curd(A), 
Zux(G)=max{lxl IxEA}, 
tlax(G) = c 1x1. 
XEA 
For K E {mark, ax, lax, tlax} and L E SH, we define 
K(L) = inf{K(G) 1 L = L(G), G a simple H system}. 
Theorem 7. Given a simple H system G = (V,M,A), we can decide whether or not 
K(G) = K(L(G)), for each K E {mark, ax, lax, tlax}. Moreover, we can effectively con- 
struct G’ = (V,M’, A’) such that K(G’) = K(L(G)), K as above, and L(G’) = L(G). 
Proof. Given a system G = ( V, M, A), the number of systems G’ = (V,M’, A’) such that 
K(G’) <K(G), for some K E {murk, ax, lax, tlax}, is finite. The equivalence of simple 
H systems is decidable. Therefore, we can find algorithmically a system G’ such that 
K(G’) = K(L(G)). Knowing such a system G’ we know K(L(G)), hence we can find 
out whether or not G was an optimal system for L(G) from the point of view of the 
parameter K. 0 
The above considered measures are non-trivial: 
Theorem 8. For each K E {mark,ax, lax, tlax} and for every n 2 1 there is L, E SH 
such that K(L,) = n. 
Proof. For K E {lax, tlax} we consider the language L, = {a”}. The only H sys- 
tem (with the alphabet {u}) generating L, is G, =({~},@,{a”}), hence Zux(L,)= 
tzar(L,) = n. 
For mark we consider the language L, = lJr=, a:, generated by the system G = 
({al,. . .,Gl), (4,‘. . ,Gz}, {+&. f., a;}). As in the proof of Lemma 3, we conclude 
that each ai, 1 < i 6 n, must be a marker, hence mark(L,) = n. 
For ax we take L, =& a’b+, generated by G=({a,b},{b},{a’bb) l<i<n}) 
(hence ax(L,)<n). Take a system G’ =({u,b},M,A) such that L(G’) =L,. If n = 1, 
then obviously ox(L1) = 1. Take n 32. We cannot have a EM: (anb, a”b) t-_aa2n-1 b$L,. 
Consequently, M = {b}. If x = a’b, y = ajb, then (x, y) tbz implies z = a’bp. There- 
fore, the prefix of symbols a is never increased, we must have axioms with prefixes 
ab, aab, . . , a”b. This means that curd(A) Bn, hence ax(L,) = n. 0 
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8. Comparing SH with other subregular families 
We examine now the relationships of SH with a series of well-known subfamilies 
of REG, considered in [9, 15, 231. 
Namely, a language L C V* is called: 
_ combinational iff L = V* U, for some U C V; 
- deJinite iff L=L, U V*Lz, where L1,L2 are finite subsets of V*; 
_ nilpotent iff either L or V* - L is finite; 
_ commutative iff x EL implies that all permutations of x are in L; 
- sufix-closed (or multiple entry) iff Suf(L) c L; 
_ non-counting iff there is an integer k 3 1 such that for every x, y,z E V*, y # E., we 
have xykz E L if and only if xyk+‘z E L; 
- power separating iff for each x E V* there is a natural number m > 1 such that either 
Ln{x”In3m}=0 or {x”In3m}~L; 
_ ordered iff L is accepted by some deterministic finite automaton (K, V, b, SO, F) with 
a totally ordered set of states K, such that for each a E V the relation s ds’ implies 
6(.s, a) d 6(s’, a). 
We denote by COMB, DEF, NIL, COMM, SUF, ESF, PS, ORD the families 
of combinational, definite, nilpotent, regular commutative, regular suffix-closed, regular 
non-counting, regular power-separating, and ordered languages, respectively. Consider 
also the family MON, of languages of the form V*, for V an alphabet. 
The non-counting languages are also called extended star-free (hence the nota- 
tion above), because ESF is the smallest family of languages containing finite lan- 
guages and closed under boolean operations and concatenation [15]. In [23] it is 
also proved that a language L c V* is in the family ESF if and only if its syn- 
tactical monoid is aperiodic (a monoid is said to be aperiodic if it has only trivial 
subgroups). 
Theorem 9. The relations in Fig, 1 hold; the arrows indicate strict inclusions and 
every two jbmilies not linked by a path in this diagram are incomparable. 
Proof. This diagram appears in [4] without the family SH, hence all relations between 
families different from SH are known. Moreover: 
1. COMBC_SH: If L= V*U, UC V, then L=L(G) for G=(V,V,UU V2U). 
(Consequently, SH - F # 8 for all F E (ORD, NIL, COMM, SUF}: indeed, 
COMB-FfP).) 
2. SH C ESF: Let L = L(G) for a simple H system G = (V,M,A). If A = 0, then L = 0, 
hence L E ESF. If A # 0, then define 
k= max{lul (SEA} + 1. 
Take w=xykz~L for some x,y,z~V*,y#d. Because lyklak, from 
Corollary 5 we obtain that I_& >O. Take a EM such that y= ylayz, hence w= 
x(y~ayz)~z. Because k22, we obtain (w,w) kax(ylay2)k+1z, hence xyk+‘z E L. 
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3 
4. 
REG 
DEF SH ORD COMM SUF 
\I I 
COMB NIL 
\I / 
MON 
Fig. 1. 
Conversely, if xy k+‘~ E L, the same argument shows that xykz EL. Consequently, 
L is a non-counting language. 
(Because F - ESF # 0 for F E (COMM, SUF}, we get F - SH # 0, hence SH is 
incomparable with COMM and SUF.) 
NIL-SHfQ): L= a2u* E NIL but L 4 SH (Lemma 4). 
This implies that SH c ESF is a proper inclusion and that SH is incomparable with 
NIL and ORLI. 
SH is incomparable with DEF: ab+a ESH - DEF (obvious), but L = {a, b}* 
{aabb} E DEF (obvious) and L 4 SH (we have aabb EL, but (aabb, aabb) ta abb 
and (aabb, aabb) k-’ aab, hence for no symbol c E {a, b} we have a{+(L) CL, al- 
though L is infinite). 0 
Corollary 6. The syntactic monoid of languages in SH is aperiodic. 
A language of the form IV*, w E V+, is in the family ESF iff w is a primitive word, 
see [15]. From Lemma 5 we know that w* E SH only for w of a special form (]I& = 1 
for some a E V). Note that in this case w is a primitive word. This gives an indication 
about the difference between families SH and ESF. For instance, (abba)* is in ESF 
but not in SH. 
9. An algebraic characterization 
The simple H languages have a natural characterization in terms of the so-called 
Latin product in [8] (see also [2] for a more general form of this operation, called 
short concatenation). 
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For two strings x, y E V+, we define their Latin product as 
x’ay’ if x = x’a, y = ay’, for some a E V,x’, y’ E V*, 
xoy= 
undefined otherwise. 
By definition, 
for all x E V* . The operation is extended in the natural way to languages: for Li , L2 2 
V*, we put 
It is easy to see that the Latin product is associative, that is (P( V*), o, {A}) is 
a monoid. Moreover, (P( V*), o, {A}, u ,0) is a semiring with identity. 
We define now a version of the Latin product, denoted by ok, for MC V, by 
xoMy= 
x’a y’ if x = x’a, y = ay’, for some a E A4, x’, y’ E V*, 
undefined otherwise. 
By definition, 
xo~~=~“o~x=x, 
for all x E V*. Note that again the triple J&’ =(P( V*), o&f, {A}) is a monoid. 
Now, consider the crossover operation, denoted by 8~: 
LI#ML~ = Pref(LI)oMSf(LZ). 
We have 
Lemma 6. For every A4 & V, the triple A’S = (P( V* ), #M, {A}) is a monoid. 
Proof. Let Li C V*, i = 1,2,3, be three languages and let x be a string in 
(Li #ML~)#MLJ. It follows that x E Pref(Pref(L1) o~Suf(Lz))o~Suf(L3). Hence, 
x = x’uxs for some a E M and x’, x3 E V* , where x’a E Pref(Pref(L, ) o~Suf(Lz)), 0x3 E 
Suf(L3). There exist t’, t3 E V* such that x’at’ E Pref(LI)oMSuf(LZ) and t+x3 E L3. 
Thus, x’at’ =.x1 bxl for some b EM and xi ,x2 E V*, such that xi b E Pref (LI ), bx2 E 
fW(Lz ). 
There are the following three possibilities: 
Case 1: /x’l = 1x1 I. It follows that x’ =x1, a = b and t’ =x2. Hence, xla E Pref(L1 ), 
ax2 E Suf(L2), ax3 E Suf(L3) and x =xiaxs. Note that tax2 E LZ for some t E V*. 
Thus ta E Pref(Lz) and consequently tax2 E Pref(L2) oMsuf(L3). Hence, 0x2 E 
Suf(Pref(L2) o~S’uf(L~)) and, moreover, x =xiux2 E Pref(L1)o,k4Suf(Pref(Lz) 
oM~4-(L3)) =-bh4(~2%4~3). 
Case 2: lx’1 -c 1x1 I. It follows that xi =x’ux”, t’ =x”bxz, for some x” E V* and x = 
~‘0x3. Hence, x’ax”b E Pref(L, ) and, consequently, x’a E Pref(Ll ). Moreover, 
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ax3 E Suf(L3) and therefore a.~3 E Suf(Pref(&) o~Suf(&)). Hence, x =x’uxs E 
Pref(L1 )%%!(p~c~(&) %4~uf@3 )> =Ll b&2flM~3 >. 
Case 3: Ix’/ > 1x1 I. Note that X’ =x1 bz,x2 =zat’, for some z E V* and xlb E Pref(Ll), 
bzat’ E Suf(L2). Moreover, x = xi bzax3. It follows that bzax3 E Suf(Pref(Lz)oM 
Suf(L3)). Therefore, x=xlbzaq E Pref(L1)oMSuf(Pref(L2)o~Suf(L3))=L1#M(L2 
#ML3 1. 
Hence, (Ll #ML2 )h4L3 & Ll t&2 hL3 1. 
The converse inclusion is similar. 
Therefore, #M is an associative operation; it is easy to see that {A} is the unit 
element. q 
Given a family of languages F & P( V*), we denote by FsM the submonoid generated 
by F in the monoid JV~. If F consists of only one language, F = {L}, then F”” is 
denoted by LgM. Moreover, set(L#M) is the language consisting of the union of all 
languages in LgM. 
Convention: For the remainder of this section, whenever we consider L E SH, we 
have AEL. 
Then we have 
Theorem 10. Let V be an alphabet and let L be a language over V. Then L E SH if 
and only if there exist M C V and a finite language Lo s V* such that L = set(L2). 
Proof. Let L be in SH and let G = (V,M,A) be a simple H system such that L = L(G). 
Define LO =A and let x be in L. It follows that x E &(A) for some i 20. If i = 0, then 
xEA=LoCset(LF). 
Assume, by induction, that for any y E &(A) it follows that y l set(LffM) and 
let x be in I$‘@). H ence, there are u, v E c&(A) and a EM such that (u, v) k,x. 
Observe that u = uiau2 and v = vlav2 with x =qav2. By the induction hypothesis, 
qau2, viav2 E set(Lp ). Therefore, ui a E Pref(set(LffM )), au2 E Suf(set(Lp )), and hence 
x = uiav2 E Pref(set(L2 )) oMSuf(set(Lp )) = set(Lp #ML? ) c set(Lp ). Thus L(G) 5 
set(LF ). 
The converse inclusion is similar. q 
Therefore, the family SH is exactly the family of submonoids of &it generated by 
some finite languages LO, with respect to some M 2 aZph(Lo). 
Corollary 7. If L E SH, then L = set(L”M), for some M C alph(L). 
10. Related classes of simple H systems 
A null context splicing rule in [lo] with a symbol as central string z can be also 
written in our style in the form (&a; A,a), hence with the symbol on positions 2 
and 4. Two related cases, not corresponding to null context rules, are those with the 
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symbol occurring on positions 1,4 and 2,3, respectively, that is (a, A; 2, a) and (1, a; a, 1.). 
(We do not consider here the cases 1,2 and 3,4, hence (~,a; &A) and (;1,/2;a,a), be- 
cause in these cases one of the strings used in splicing must contain two adjacent 
occurrences of a, the other string being arbitrary.) 
Consequently, for a simple H system G = (V,/,M,A) as defined in Section 2, we can 
define four splicing operations, using the symbols in M for building splicing rules of 
types (1,3), (2,4), (1,4), (2,3). The splicing operations for types (1,3) and (2,4) are 
identical, the operation (x, y) +_a z in Section 2. For the other types we have 
(X> Y) q1,q z iff x=~~~x~,~=Y~~Y~,z=x~uuY~ 
for XI,X~,YI,Y~ E V*,aE-M: 
(x,Y)~;~?,~)z iff x=x1m2,~=~1ay2,z=x1~2 
for xtIx2,y1,y2E V*,aEM. 
Thus, we can define four languages associated with G, namely L(i,j)( G), (i,j) E { ( 1,3), 
(2,4), (1,4), (2,3)}. We denote by SHci,j) the corresponding families of languages. As 
we have pointed out, SH = SH(i,s) = SH(2,4). 
Theorem 11. Each two of the families SH,SH (1,4), SHc2,3, are incomparable. 
Proof. For Gi = ({a, b,c}, {c}, {abcabc}) we obtain L(Gt ) = (abc)+. Clearly, if L is 
an infinite language in SHcl,d), then there are strings in L of the form xiaa.x~, for some 
symbol a (used as a marker in a splicing). Consequently, L(Gr ) cannot be in SH(1.4). 
We also have L(Gr)$ SHQJ): p s licing in the (2,3) mode two strings in L(Gl) we 
will obtain a string of length 3k + 2, for some k 3 1. 
Conversely, for GZ = ({a}, {a}, {au}) we obtain L(1,4)(G2) = {an ) n 32). From 
Lemma 4 we know that this language is not in SH. 
Take also G3 = ({a, b,c}, {c}, {abcabc}). We obtain 
Lc2,3)(G3) = {abcabc} U {(abc)‘(ab)“(abc)j 1 n 3 1, i, j E (0, l}}. 
Assume that this language is in SH. From Corollary 5 we find that at least one 
of a,b must be a marker in any H system G=({a,b,c},M,A) generating &,3)(G3). 
For both a and b being a marker we can obtain (abcabc,abcabc) td abc,d E {a, b}, 
a contradiction. 
Clearly, &3)(G3) 4 SH(i,+ because no string in this language contains a substring 
aa, bb, cc. 
We still have to prove that SHc1,4) - SHQJ) # 8. To this aim consider the sys- 
tem G4 = ({u, b,c}, {b}, {abc}). We obtain L(1,4)(G4) = ab+c. Assume that 41,4)(G4) = 
&s)(G) for some G= ({a,b,c},M,A). The string abc is in Lcr,4)(G4), hence it must 
be in &l(G). If a EM, then (abc, abc) F&) bc, if c E A4 then (abc, abc) EF2,3) ab, if 
b EM, then (abc, abc) F-&3) ac. We must have M = 0, which implies that .+,3)(G) =A, 
contradicting the infinitude of Lti,4)(G4). 0 
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Most of the results in the previous sections hold true also for the families SH(i,4), 
SH(z,s): they are anti-AFLs, every regular language is the morphic image of a language 
in SHci,d) or in SHcz,s) (the same proof as for Theorem 2; this is obvious for the 
(1,4) mode, and can be also seen for the (2,3) mode), etc. 
We close this section by pointing out that splicing rules of types (1,3), (2,4) above 
seem to be more biologically oriented, whereas rules (2,3) seem to be closely related 
to operations with languages such as concatenation and Kleene closure: if we take 
Li,Lz C V* and ci,c2 $! V and consider Li{ci},{c~}L2, by a rule ~:(&ci;cz,A) we can 
obtain (xci,czy) krxy, the concatenation. Starting from Li{cl} U {q}Ll U {cl}L~ {cl}, 
using the rule (E&cl; ci,l), we can easily obtain the language L:. 
11. Directions for further research 
Naturally, the next step is to consider classes of H systems more powerful than the 
simple ones investigated here. This means to deal with splicing rules of more general 
forms. A restriction to be considered is the radius [lo] of the splicing rules: the 
maximal length of ~1, ~2, us, ~4 in rules (~1, ~2; us, 2.44). (Here we have a sort of radius 
equal with l/2, because lull = 1~31 = 1 and lu2l = 12441 =O.) Denote by SHk,k> 1, the 
family of languages generated by H systems with splicing rules of radius at most k. 
In [18], Theorem 7, it is proved that the radius induces an infinite hierarchy of regular 
languages, FIN c SH1 c SH;! c . . . cREG. Further properties of families SHk remain 
to be investigated. Like in the present paper, it is also of interest to consider one-sided 
splicing rules of radius at most k: (ul,A; 2~2) with ]ui/ dk, 1~21 dk. 
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